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Modern cuisines are becoming increasingly intertwined with global flavours and various styles of cooking. In
2020, we are expecting a more shared philosophy of creating new cuisines and dishes. Inspirations from around
the world are leading the way and creating new fusions, flavours and styles of cooking.
For food and drink businesses, keeping up-to-date with emerging cuisines is key element for NPD and business
growth.

Global Fusion
More and more chefs are travelling around the world for inspiration. Taking motivation from diverse native
cuisines, ingredients and spices helps chefs to identify new styles of cooking, blending different cuisines
together to stand out from the crowd. Nowadays, chefs don’t want to be defined by one particular cuisine and to
satisfy the modern consumer cuisines need to provide adventurous flavours and experimental styles of cooking.
Fusion cuisine or food ‘mash-ups’ is a form of cooking that combines contrasting culinary traditions or techniques
into a single dish. For example, British cuisine could combine with a blend of Middle Eastern, modern Indian,
Asian or Japanese cuisine to give dishes a new twist.
In Hong Kong, chef Kumagai of LUMI is cooking borderless cuisine meaning he defines his cuisine by seasonal
ingredients and fresh produce rather than by a specific cuisine.
An increasingly popular style of cuisine is the fusion of Japanese and Peruvian food known as Nikkei. The
Japanese introduced fresh ingredients to Peruvian cuisine, such as miso, ginger, soy and rice vinegar. A current
popular dish that perfectly demonstrates both styles of cuisine is Ceviche Nikkei.
Food fusion allows experimentation and freedom in exploring a contrast in flavours and textures. It is about
taking the knowledge and influence from cuisines around the globe and creating something unique.

A new creation of Surf n’ Turf
Matching meat and fish is nothing new and has long been around across the world, such as Spanish Paella,
Korean Jjamppong (pork and mussel soup) or classic surf n turf style grilled steak with prawns. However, new
surf and turf style dishes have recently been trending in Australia ranging from seafood and meat burgers, fine
dining dishes or healthy poke bowls.
Nduja, a spicy, spreadable Calabrian pork sausage is currently one of Australia’s hottest ingredients joining
seafood dishes everywhere. The smoky, spicy sausage is a perfect turf element for fish and seafood. Similarly,
Vitello Tonnato is a veal dish dressed with a tuna flavoured mayonnaise and fried capers in diverse varieties.
In Sydney, the first Surf n’ Turf shop, called ‘Cook with Costi’, was opened by both a butcher and a fishmonger
who joined forces, The fishmonger and butcher sit side-by-side with an open kitchen in-between them, where
shoppers can either buy their meat/fish from the counter or dine-in for a surf and turf meal.

Food and drink businesses should watch out for trending cuisines around the world. Trends evolve quickly, often
appearing in foodservice first and swiftly finding their way to supermarket shelves. Staying up-to-date with the
latest cuisines is a key element for NPD and business growth.

Zero waste cooking
In 2020, zero-waste cooking will be incorporated into more and more restaurants driven by famous chefs such
as Dan Barber (US), Fergus Henderson (UK) and Joost Bakker (AUS). It is increasingly socially unacceptable to
create waste and consumers are starting to choose restaurants that claim to be more environmental friendly
and that are looking into reducing and re-purposing food waste. Nose-to-Tail, Fin-to-Gill and Root-to-Shoot
cooking are gaining immense popularity among chefs.
This is all about being respectful of the food and making sure that nothing goes to waste, so using techniques
such as dehydration, fermentation, pickling, smoking and meat aging not only helps to preserve food but also
brings rich and unique flavours on the plate.
In the UK, Doug McMaster was the first to open a zero-waste restaurant in 2015, called Silo. The idea was to
apply local foraging, to only use ethical and local suppliers and to use leftovers to create fermented foods,
such as miso and fermented fish sauce. Since then, the concept has inspired a lot of chefs and more and more
restaurants and bars are looking into zero-waste concepts. This has also led to an uptake in vegetarian menus
offering unique ways of preparing vegetable-based dishes with a range of different flavours and textures.
In 2020, more food and drink manufacturers, large and small, will come up with ways to upcycle surplus and
discarded food to address the fight against food waste, by turning those into valuable and edible new products.

Growth opportunities
Looking at trend predictions for 2020, there are great opportunities for food and drink businesses in Scotland
to develop and grow their business.

